
** Tw Artist Album/Track
1 FATES WARNING "Parallels"
2 C.O.C. "Blind"
3 SOUNDGARDEN "Badmotorfinger"
4 METALLICA "Metallica"
5 SLAYER "Decade Of..."
6 PRONG "Prove You Wrong"
7 NIRVANA "Nevermind"
8 SAVATAGE "Streets/Opera"
9 UGLY KID JOE "As Ugly As..."

10 OZZY OSBOURNE "No More Tears"
11 OVERKILL "Horrorscope"
12 VOIVOD "Angel Rat"
13 ATHEIST "Unquestionable..."
14 SCATTERBRAIN "Scamboogery"
15 BULLET LAVOLTA "Swan Dive"

- 16 NON-FICTION "Preface"
- 17 DEAD HORSE "Dead Horse"
- 18 LAW & ORDER "Rites Of Passage"
- 19 DEATH "Human"
- 20 MINISTRY "Jesus Built..."
- 21 ASPHALT BALLET "Asphalt Ballet"
- 22 PEARL JAM "Ten"
- 23 PESTILENCE "Testimony Of..."
- 24 THE SCREAM "Let It Scream"
- 25 INFECT. GROOVES 'The Plague..."
- 26 SLIK TOXIK "Big F`ckin..."
- 27 GORGUTS "Considered Dead"
- 28 SHOTGUN MESSIAH "Second Coming"
- 29 CORONER "Mental Vortex"
- 30 KYUSS "Wretch"
- 31 MURPHY'S LAW "The Best..."
- 32 BRITNY FOX "Bite Down Hard"
- 33 KING DIAMOND "In Concert/Abigail"
- 34 SEPULTURA "Arise"
- 35 TESLA "Psychotic Supper"
- 36 CAN. CORPSE "Butchered At..."
- 37 CEREBRAL FIX "Bastards!"
- 38 GUNS/ROSES "Use/Illusion I"
- 39 GALAC. COWBOY "Galactic Cowboys"
- 40 L.A. GUNS "Holiday Foreplay"
- 41 VINNIE MOORE "Meltdown"
- 42 ARMORED SAINT "Symbol Of..."
- 43 ATOM SEED "Get In Line"
- 44 AEROSMITH "Big 10""
- 45 NUCLEAR ASSAULT "out Of..."
- 46 QUEENSRYCHE "Livecrime"
- 47 SUFFOCATION "Human Waste"
- 48 SKID ROW "Slave To The..."
- 49 24-7 SPYZ "This Is..."
- 50 SCARECROW "Scarecrow"

RUMBLERS: GRAVE, R.H.C.P., SWEET F.A., LITA
FORD, MIGHTY M. BOSSTONES, ENTOMBED, GANG
GREEN, GUNS/ROSES II, MONSTER MAGNET,
MORBID ANGEL, MORDRED, EXODUS, HEXX,
ALICE IN CHAINS, FREAK FUKIN W., NAPALM
DEATH, VICIOUS RUMORS, GRUNTRUCK, LAST
CRACK, MIND FUNK.

,Aibbfeb 3iivtal
1. 11) ARMED FORCES... "Take On..." (Bizarre/Straight
2. 9 GRUNTRUCK "Inside Yours" (RRacer
3. 7 LILLIAN AXE "Poetic Justice"(G. Slamm
4. 5 SWAMP TER....."Grow-Speed..." (Machinery/Noise
5. ( ) WAR BABIES "War Babies" (Columbia

(3) SCARECROW "Scarecrow" (Red Light
(3) RAPSCALLION. "Chameleon Drool" (Red Decibel

,ALSO ADDED:INFECTIOUS GROOVES (2), GANG
GREEN (2), DEATH (2), WILD BOYS (1), VOIVOD (1),
U.D.S. (1), UGLY KID JOE (1), SOUNDGARDEN (1),
SLAYER (1), SISTER DOUBLE HAPPINESS (1),
SEPULTURA (1), SCORPIONS (1), SAVATAGE (1),
RAGING SLAB (1), PEARL JAM (1), NON-FICTION (1),
NIRVANA (1), MONKEY PAW (1), MINISTRY (1),
METAL MASSACRE (1), MASSACRE (1), LIVE (1),
LIBIDO BOYZ (1), KING DIAMOND (1).

Gruntruck, "Inside Yours", Roadracer,.... In-
dustry eyes have been focused in that general direction for some

time, but now the world's gaze is
firmly drawn to the Pacific
Northwest (Seattle in particular),
and their seemingly endless flow
of impressive artists. Nirvana
have the #1 album in the nation,
Soundgarden is breaking through
and on the road with GNR, Pearl
Jam is an unstoppable wave
touching down in a mighty way,
and Queensryche have wrapped a
world-wide headlining ex-
travaganza in support of the

multi -platinum "Empire" LP. Seattle has become synonymous
with success --a fresh originality and attitude emanates from that
locale, based in grunge raised on early rock ethics and skewered
with a 90's sensibility. And never fear, as we enter the new year
we're not to be without another new (old) wave of releases from
that area, though they aren't necessarily fresh new faces. Many
of the names are indigenous to that region and are the precursors
to this "sudden" new influx of super talent --the indie staples that
have been making the scene since long before Sub Pop became
an A&R dream. Jack Endino's Skin Yard have been hanging
around for many a year and it's from that band that the latest
phenomenon, Gruntruck, was spawned. Formed by Skin
vocalist/guitarist Ben McMillan, Gruntruck is the riff -driven
more straightforward result of years of regional influence and
alternative leanings. Joining him in this not -too heavy, but still
quite grungy project are ex -splatter rock specialist (via the
Accused) Tom Neimeyer on guitar and fellow local guys, bassist
Tim Paul (ex of Napalm Beach) and Norman (just call him
Scott) Scott on drums. Those with overtly experimental natures,
may already be familiar with this album, as it's been floating
around the alternative ranks since the fall of '90 (it was released
on independent NW label called eMpTy Records). Lucky for us
Roadracer picked up the rights for the major U.S. release (as
well as subsequent records). It's been remastered and the dif-
ference is incredible, there's a remix of the song "Paint" and two
incredible new tracks --the ultra crunchy "Cmcifitnkin" and the
blistering "Flesh Fever". The mixed bag of influences insures a
diverse package of tunes, alive with alternative attitude im-
bedded in a heavy base and touched with slight retro rock
tendencies. The songs swirl and dance almost as much as they
bite and kick. No doubt the New Rock progressive realms will
enjoy this album, but I have a feeling this is another fine Seattle
offering that the metal slice will deftly sink their teeth into.
Hearty and rich, reminiscent of their fellow countrymen now and
then, while maintaining their very own distinctive edge. Already
added this first week into the new year at WBAU, WFCS,
WKNH, WNHU, WPSU, WVBR, WVCR, WXCI and WXRC
(and already active at CFOX and KIOZ). Great record and I
feel the redundancy but can't help it --another great band from
the fertile musical soil of the Pacific Northwest. Dig in....you're
guaranteed to enjoy 'Melt", "Broken", "Buried", etc...and the
aforementioned songs. And there's still lots more to come from
there...

Lillian Axe, "Poetic Justice", Grand Stamm....
When this band first hit the scene with their self -titled debut,

they were a shining star on the
horizon, dancing around an
album bursting with potential.
The likes of which was readily
confirmed with their second
album, "Love And War" (high-
lighted by the great video track
"ShowA Little Love"). They're ag-
gressive yet commercial sen-
sibility and impressive knack for
writing hook filled, super catchy
songs, should have ignited them

up the popularity charts, but when all was said and done the guys
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